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In celebration of the NIE Official Opening on 26 January 2002, we have asked staff to share their thoughts on NIE, travelling from the
days of Teachers’ Training College to Institute of Education to NIE. Let us hear from them:

...I honestly like the pleasant working
environment in NIE, and its culture. I hope to
grow with NIE, and eventually retire from here.

Mrs Tan-Chan Mei Poh
Graduate Programmes & Research Office

IE supported me to obtain three postgraduate
degrees including one PhD. In return, I gave
IE and NIE my 2.5 PhD (Prime health
Decades). Three cheers for our new
milestone!

Assoc Prof Elena Lui
Psychological Studies Academic Group

O My dear NIE!

My dear NIE!
You are the mother
Which thou give us
The mixture of Education
With Computer, Arts
And of course, Imagination!

You are the
Lighthouse in the
Education of Singapore!

Not only for Singapore
But the world as a whole!

You are the twilight of
The Sky!
For the teachers in training,
You are the Hope
And the Com’et!
May I wish you
More and more achievements!

Mdm Seethalakshmi
Asian Languages &
Cultures Academic Group

The English Version of the
Tamil Poem

NIE has been a second home to me and will
always be one!  With its new site and building,
may NIE be Singapore’s Institution of
Excellence in the future!

Ms June Wee, Ms Chia Peck Leng &
Ms Tan Sha Lee

Human Resource Department

The National Institute of Education,
Where a vibrant concoction of individuals from all walks of life and culture

with boundless talent and vivacity
work together as ONE, as a FAMILY

 A brilliant plan to keep me here....just My Kind of Work Place.
Congrats NIE!

Ms Ishma Sharie
Graduate Programmes & Research Office
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How I grow with NIE..

I like to dedicate my personal
and professional growth with
NIE over three campuses and
three decades, from Paterson
Road to Bukit Timah to Yunnan
to the memory of the late Dr
Ruth Wong,  first director of IE.
Her vision, her untiring and
dedicated spirit have been a
moving force to many of us. We
are where we are today, thanks
to her.

I remember her saying:
“Education is largely an
enterprise launched in faith:
the gestation period before
results are seen is long”.

Assoc Prof Seng Seok Hoon
Psychological Studies
Academic Group

The National Institute of Education (NIE) is a key node in
our national education system. NIE has moved into a new,
state-of-the-art campus at the Nanyang Technological
University grounds. Occupying 16 hectares, the new facilities
include impressive information technology and multimedia
resources for teaching and research purposes, a well-
equipped Library and Information Services Centre, an
excellent Art Gallery and theatre, comprehensive sports
facilities and more. In conjunction with the NIE Official
Opening, we invite you to our Open House on Saturday, 26
January. We have planned many fun-filled activities for you.

  An Invitation –
The NIE Open House

Date: Saturday, 26 January 2002
Time: 9.00am to 3.00pm

Join us at the NIE Open House to
discover even more!

Overtime, NIE has become a place where
true friendship was built up.  In no small
way, it has taken a life of its own to
become a ‘family of friends’.  A network
where colleagues meet along corridors,
exchange office information, the latest
news and at times even housekeeping
tips…

Congratulations NIE, we look forward
to an Institute of Distinction!

Three cheers for NIE!

Ms Teo Lek Hong
Director’s Office

We were housed in separate buildings
back in Bukit Timah Campus. Finally we
are gathered within one huge, 16-hectare
complex!

Happy housewarming!

Ms Mala Murugiah
Director’s Office

Congratulations to NIE for
having its own building for
the first time.

Mr Kabirdas Perumal
Strategic Planning &
Corporate Services
Department

So, catch the wind in your sails and
soar high.
May all your dreams come true, NIE!

Ms Sally Oh
Policy & Management Studies
Academic Group

“It is not in the stars to hold our destiny
but ourselves”

William Shakespeare

I retired from service with NIE with
fond memories and satisfaction that
I’d contributed a little bit to the
delevelopment of teacher education
in Singapore. I’m confident that
under the able leadership of the
Director and his team of
administrative and academic staff,
NIE will in time to come achieve the
supreme status of an Institute of
Distinction.

Best wishes to NIE and its staff!

Assoc Prof Chong Tian Hoo
Former Associate Dean,
Inservice Programmes,
Continuing Education &
Accreditation

Continued on page 16 …

MESSAGEDirector’s

Season’s greetings and welcome back to a new
year 2002 and a new semester at the NIE.

2001 was our first full year on
our new campus. It was a
challenging year with a new
organisational structure, new
working procedures and a
commute to the office for most
of us! It culminated with the
NIE winning the Singapore
Innovation Award organised by the Economic
Development Board, the Prime Minister’s
Office, Public Service Division, Ministry of
Finance and the Productivity and Standards
Board. The competition for the award came
from all corners of commercial and public life
in Singapore and was judged by some
renowned figures. This award will be presented
annually to recognise the most creative,
distinctive and impactful innovations and
organisations in Singapore. This is indeed a
complimentary award for the NIE. It is not just
a product of the last year on our new campus
but also the product of a number of years of
effort in our labs and in our classrooms. It is
also an Institute Award and as such reflects well
on each and everyone one of us at the NIE.
Well done and congratulations to all!

Very shortly and following on from this
achievement, we celebrate the official opening
of the NIE campus. The planning for the event
started over six months ago and will involve
close to 500 dignitaries, a wonderful Water
Terrace and a variety of events and activities
on campus throughout the evening. We are
celebrating the permanent home of the NIE on
the back of an important institute-wide award
for innovation. Let us move forward
confidently to achieve our goal of being an
Institute of Distinction for teacher training and
educational research in the region and the
world.

Let us have a wonderful evening on 26 January
and a productive and vibrant first semester of
2002. Welcome back everyone.

NIEat
NANTAH

An Institute of

When I survey your vast quadrangles
ringed round by never-ending corridors

that circumambulate
the tree of knowledge,

I stand awed
by your substantial precincts

that now house
the great granaries of accumulated learning,

the marketplace of new ideas,
the laboratories

where theories are fine-sifted
on the threshing floor of practice,

And new hope springs in my bosom
that here at last

shall be established
the seven pillars of wisdom

that shall guide
the brave new teachers of tomorrow.

Assoc Prof Oliver Seet
English Language & Literature Academic Group
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The Visual & Performing Arts (VPA) Academic Group, NIE organised the Art Bus Design exhibition from 14 to 29 September
2001. Entitled  Skin 199: Art Bus Project, it comprised innovative designs and art processes by 19 second year Diploma Arts
trainee teachers. Mr Leen Kim Swee, Director for Audience Development, National Arts Council was the Guest-of-Honour.

This exhibition was one of NIE’s trainee teachers’ attempts to bring art to the public. It is an on-going effort
of VPA to highlight the importance of the relation between contemporary art practices and the public. In
many ways, this project sought to undermine the traditional idea that art only engages its audience within
the gallery and museum premises. With the need to multi-task as both teacher and artist, we should not
only educate and enlighten in the realm of facts, but also impart the appreciation of aesthetic to the

public at large. The former is the basic
requiem of all educators but the latter
is the task that we hold dear to our
hearts as well.

On 27 March 2001, VPA was
given the privilege to work with SBS
Transit in producing a collection of
artworks entitled Skin 199. 199 is the
SBS Transit service that transverses
and serves the community of
Nanyang Technological University
(NTU)/NIE, while ‘Skin’ is in
reference to the exterior of not only

the human artists who contributed to this project but also of the bus which will have one
of the artwork plastered on it. It is in essence producing an Art Bus, a moving tribute
(pun intended) and advertisement that showcases not only the talents of the trainee teachers
but also the progression of having mobile Art in our soon to be Renaissance city. Where
better to start but at an institution of education for education. With the kind corporate
sponsorship from SBS Transit, we are also opportune in being able to take our Art to the streets, literally.

(Contributed by Mr Juneo Lee,
Visual & Performing Arts)

Innovative artworks by
trainee teachers

Asst Prof Aplin (right) and son, Christer

Organised by the Singapore Chess Federation (SCF), the 13th

Singapore Pools Singapore versus Malaysia Chess Challenge
saw a battle of strategies and wits between participants from
the two neighbouring countries where Singapore defeated
Malaysia by 47.5 points to 42.5 points. Played over two days
on 45 boards, the first round of tactical moves were played out
at the Hotel Royal, Singapore on 10 November 2001, while the
final checkmate was executed the following day at the
Grassroots Club, Ang Mo Kio. The Opening Ceremony was
officiated by Mr Abdullah Tarmugi, Minister for Community
Development & Sports, who also presented the Singapore Pools
Cup to the triumphant side.

More than 100 players from Singapore and Malaysia
participated in over 16 categories according to age and gender.
The age groups ranged from as young as under-8 to those above
45. The two countries took turns over the weekend to host the
annual event.

NIE’s very own Asst Prof Nicholas Aplin (Physical Education
& Sports Science) and his son, Christer, were among those who
represented Singapore on the second day of the competition
and both emerged victorious in their individual games.

Asst Prof Aplin has been playing chess competitively since he
was 16 way back in England. SCF noticed his talent and made
him a Singapore representative. Christer is one of the many
hopefuls nurtured in the SCF youth development programme.

His advice for aspiring chess players - treat chess like a sport,
enjoy and have fun!
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NIE was one of the three organisations that
bagged the Innovation of the Year title in the
inaugural Singapore Innovation Award for
growing vegetables from temperate climates in
Singapore. Special thanks to Assoc Prof Lee
Sing Kong (Dean, Graduate Programmes &
Research) and Assoc Prof He Jie (Natural
Sciences); for it was through their success that
earned NIE, this prestigious award. The award
also included a second category, the Innovative
Organisation of the Year, which saw three
winners.

ThePresidentofSingaporeVisits

President S R Nathan visited NIE on 28 September 2001 to tour the
new state-of-the-art teacher training facilities as well as be informed
of developments in this new campus since NIE’s move in December
2000.

President Nathan was welcomed by Prof Leo Tan (Director, NIE) and
other members of senior management upon his arrival at the Tree of
Education monument. He toured the Greenhouse where Assoc Prof
Lee Sing Kong (Dean, Graduate Programmes & Research) illustrated
the application of aeroponic technology.

Assoc Prof Cheah Horn Mun (Divisional Director, Academic
Computing & Information Services) presented on the implementation
of information and communication technologies across NIE. This was
followed by visit to the Library & Information Services Centre,
conducted by Mrs Isabel Yeo (Head, Library & Information Services
Centre).

The programme concluded with lunch and an exchange of souvenirs
between the President and Prof Tan at the Staff Club.

(Contributed by Public & International Relations)

President S R Nathan (centre) at the Greenhouse,
flanked by Prof Leo Tan (right) and Assoc Prof Lee

Sing Kong (left)

At the Library

With NIE Management and Staff

NIE Wins the

(Contributed by Public & International Relations)

Organised by the Economic Development Board, the Prime Minister’s Office,
Public Service Division, Ministry of Finance and the Productivity and Standards
Board, the Singapore Innovation Award gives national recognition to
organisations from the private and public sectors for their exceptional
achievements in innovation.

The six winners received their awards from Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong on
16 November 2001 at the Istana.

On winning this award, Assoc Prof Lee hoped that cultivating the innovative
spirit in teachers would similarly inspire their students to innovate.

Assoc Prof Lee who has always been fascinated by plants, is now looking into
ways of growing high-quality trees for producing paper. He said that yields are
not maximised with little quality control in tree plantations. Together with his
team, they will be doing the study with a French tropical-research organisation,
CIRAD-Foret.

 Singapore Innovation Award 2001

Asst Prof Nicholas Aplin and Son Win Individual Chess Games
(Contributed by Mr Mohamed Syukri Mohamed Salleh, Singapore Polytechnic Industrial Training Programme

2001 attached to Public & International Relations)

Assoc Prof Lee Sing Kong (right) receiving the
award from Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong

Skin 199:
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NIE News is published quarterly by the Public & International Relations Office (PIR), National Institute
of Education, Nanyang Technological University. Opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect
the views of the Institute.

Contributions from members of the Institute and all recipients of NIE News are most welcome. PIR
reserves the right to accept, reject or amend any manuscripts, photographs and all other written
material offered for its print.

The next issue of NIE News will be published in April 2002. Submissions should reach PIR by 1 51 51 51 51 5
February 2002February 2002February 2002February 2002February 2002.

Please address your correspondence to:

Assistant Head, PIRAssistant Head, PIRAssistant Head, PIRAssistant Head, PIRAssistant Head, PIR
Fax :  896 8874Fax :  896 8874Fax :  896 8874Fax :  896 8874Fax :  896 8874

E-mai l  :  n iepr@nie.edu.sgE-mai l  :  n iepr@nie.edu.sgE-mai l  :  n iepr@nie.edu.sgE-mai l  :  n iepr@nie.edu.sgE-mai l  :  n iepr@nie.edu.sg

Seminars on  Chinese Educators in the Information Age
(Contributed by Assoc Prof Chan Chiu Ming, Head, Asian Languages & Cultures

and Mr Chua Chee Lay, Sub-Dean, Arts & Social Science IT Cluster)

Prof Leo Tan (left) launching
Shuma Heshan with Assoc Prof

Chan Chiu Ming

Participants at the seminar

The Chinese Language & Culture Division of the Asian Languages & Cultures
Academic Group, NIE and Educational Technology Division, Ministry of
Education (MOE)  conducted two one-day seminars on the use of information
technology (IT) in the teaching and learning of Chinese language on 6 and 7
September 2001 at NIE.

Entitled Chinese Educators in the Information Age, a major theme of the
seminars was on the role of Chinese educators in the information age. The
Guest-of-Honour for the first and second day seminar was Mr Chiang Chie
Foo, Permanent Secretary, MOE and Prof Leo Tan (Director, NIE) respectively.

The seminar on 6 September was for primary school Chinese language teachers
while the one on 7 September was for secondary school as well as junior
college Chinese language teachers.

Prof Tse Shek Kam from Hong Kong University and Prof Lo Feng-ju from
Taiwan Yuan Zhi University were the two keynote speakers for the seminars.
Both are experts in the use of IT in teaching Chinese and specialists in Chinese
language and culture.

A total of 67 presentations, 37 by primary school teachers and NIE trainee
teachers, and 30 by secondary school and junior college teachers were
showcased. On both days, the keynote speeches were followed by sharing
and discussion sessions. Lecturers from the Chinese Division, NIE and
specialists from the Educational Technology Division as well as the Curriculum
Planning and Development Division of the MOE formed the discussion panel.

(literally, digital sovereign landscape) or Smartland in English was launched
during the seminars. The portal would serve as a resource and experience-
sharing centre for all Chinese language teachers.

A portal for Chinese language teachers, called Shuma Heshan  - 
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Foundation Programmes

Miss Toh Leng Lay - Corporate Support Officer
(Grade V)

Policy & Management Studies

Asst Prof Ng Pak Tee - Assistant Professor

Psychological Studies

Dr Tan Oon Seng - Associate Professor

Instructional Science

Asst Prof Quek Choon Lang, Gwendoline - Assistant Professor
Asst Prof Wang Qiyun - Assistant Professor

English Language & Literature

Dr Anthony Michael (Mick) Randall - Senior Fellow
Mr Colin Rayner Bell - Teaching Fellow
Mr Chia Shyh Chiuan, Christian - Lecturer
Mr Sim Wai Chew - Lecturer

Visual & Performing Arts

Mr Chong Kwong Mei, Eddy - Lecturer

Physical Education & Sports Science

Mr Lee Chiew Fatt - Technical Executive
(Grade III)

Mr Joemarino Bin Kimin - Technical Support Executive
(Grade III)

Mr Mohamed Ali Bin Aziz - Technical Support Executive
(Grade III)

Natural Sciences

Mr Xia Xulin - Research Associate

Finance

Mrs Goh Bee Hua - Corporate Support Officer
(Grade IV)

Mdm Yee Chun Nam - Corporate Support Officer
(Grade V)

Miss Tan Chi Phi - Corporate Support Officer
(Grade V)

Mdm Ong Kah Kiang - Corporate Support Officer
(Grade V)

Centre for IT in Education

Mr Ng Teck Chye - Technical Support Executive
(Grade III)

Computer Services Centre

Miss Leong Khai Yee - Analyst Programmer
Mr Khoo Huan Sin - Analyst Programmer

The Tamil Language & Culture Division, Asian Languages &
Cultures Academic Group of NIE participated in the 5th World
Tamil Teachers’ Conference held at Yishun Junior College from
6 to 8 September 2001. Organised by the Singapore Tamil
Teachers’ Union, the conference gathered participants from 11
countries including India, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, United States
of America and Europe.

All six Tamil staff of NIE presented their papers on Teaching
and Learning of Tamil Language in an Interesting Manner,
which were well received by the conference delegates and
subsequently published. Asst Prof K Ramiah and Asst Prof R
Sivakumaran were also called upon to chair some sessions of
the conference.

The popular international scholars such as Dr Nugman (Sri
Lanka), Dr Agasthialingam, Dr Aravanan and Dr Nadaraja Pillai
(India) who presented were invited to give a talk to the trainee
teachers at NIE.

WELCOME
The 5th World

Tamil Teachers’
Conference

(Contributed by Mdm Seetha Lakshmi, Teaching Fellow,
Asian Languages & Cultures)

Conference delegates having a sharing session at NIE

Editorial Committee
Editor:
Assoc Prof Ian Haslam (Public & International Relations)

Members:
Asst Prof Norhaida Bte Aman (Asian Languages & Cultures)
Mr Charles Chew (Science & Technology Education)
Ms Lynn Chew (Public & International Relations)
Mr Aaron Chong (Public & International Relations)
Assoc Prof Joan Fry (Physical Education & Sports Science)
Ms Cathleen Ho (Mathematics & Mathematics Education)

Mrs Julie Lim-Tay (Foundation Programmes)
Ms Lim Sing Fung (Graduate Programmes & Research)
Asst Prof Shawn Lum (Natural Sciences)
Asst Prof Ng Aik Kwang (Psychological Studies)
Asst Prof Gillian Potter (Specialised Education)
Ms Jasmine Sim (Humanities & Social Studies Education)
Ms Marissa Wettasinghe (Instructional Science)

Research
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E-learning at the primary and secondary level were given a
boost with the launch of the SchoolDNA-KnowledgeBox, a
new teaching and learning resource repository jointly
developed by NIE and Ednovation Pte Ltd on 7 November
2001 at Pan Pacific Hotel.

With SchoolDNA-KnowledgeBox, classroom teaching will be
more interactive.  Teaching resources and curriculum aids
can be easily disseminated to schools simply by adding the
programmes or courseware onto the system accessible
through broadband.

NIE and Ednovation, a homegrown e-learning solutions
company, also sealed an agreement on that day.  Ednovation
will contribute up to S$3 million in cash and development
expertise over the next five years. Under this collaborative
framework, both parties will work together on projects that
promote critical thinking, cooperative learning and Life
Sciences, which are key areas in our school curriculum.

Witnessing the event, Education Minister Rear- Admiral (NS)
Teo Chee Hean said: “In order to develop exciting and
innovative approaches to teaching and learning, and to
establish itself as a world-class institute of higher learning,
NIE has collaborated with various industry partners. These
collaborations enable NIE to develop challenging and effective
teaching and learning strategies.

Ednovation is one of the industry partners that NIE
collaborated with. By working in association with each other,
NIE and Ednovation managed to translate the pedagogy
know-how into IT products and services that can be
implemented in schools. One project that is born of the
collaboration is the microLESSON project, which promotes
critical thinking and knowledge creation through student-
centred lessons. I understand from the schools that the five
instructional models that were developed for schools were
very well received.

I am happy to note that the success of the microLESSON
project has paved the way for NIE and Ednovation to enter
into a Joint Collaboration Framework to expedite future
collaborations.”

(NIE staff who have project ideas are welcomed to contact
the Academic Computing & Information Services Office for
more details.)

NIE Collaborates

with Ednovation
(Contributed by Public & International Relations)

Dr Richard Yen, Managing Director of Ednovation (left) and
Assoc Prof Cheah Horn Mun, Divisional Director, Academic

Computing & Information Services, NIE at the signing ceremony

Research

Assoc Prof Gan Leong Huat (Natural Sciences)
delivered a Plenary Lecture at the 11th International
Symposium on Fine Chemistry and Functional Polymers
(FCFP-XI) held in Hailar, Inner Mongolia, China from
28 to 31 July 2001.

Entitled A New Type of Stimuli-Responsive Polymers
and Their Hydrogels, Assoc Prof Gan presented the
findings of some new ‘smart’ polymers developed in
his research laboratory. Responsive to temperature and
pH, these polymeric systems have many potential
applications, such as tissue engineering and controlled
drug delivery.

Assoc Prof Gan’s research work is well recognised by
other researchers and his work has been cited in the
High-Tech Materials Alerts, a publication on advances
that have a near-term effect on High-Tech materials.

The Symposium was attended by prominent polymer
and material scientists worldwide, including Singapore.
Assoc Prof Chu Chit Kay and Assoc Prof Gan Yik Yuen
(Associate Dean, Academic Research) as well as Mr
Xia Xulin, a postgraduate student, also gave
presentations at the Symposium.

Assoc Prof Gan Leong Huat (left) with his spouse,
Assoc Prof Gan Yik Yuen at the Symposium reception

(Contributed by Assoc Prof Gan Leong Huat,
Deputy Head/Chemistry, Natural Sciences)

PlenaryPlenary
LectureLecture
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On 25 August 2001, NIE was officially recognised as a partner to the new South 5
Design and Technology Centre of Excellence. St Andrew’s Secondary School has
been responsible for establishing the Centre of Excellence and during their Founder’s
Day Celebration, the Guest-of-Honour, Mr Koh Boon Hwee, Chairman of Singapore
Airlines presented NIE with a plaque in appreciation of NIE’s commitment to the
Centre.

The objectives of the Design and Technology Centre of Excellence include the
highlighting of award-winning projects and mounting of sharing sessions by master
teachers and industrial specialists. The Centre will be a test bed of new strategies as
well as a centre for disseminating successful and well-tried methodologies utilised in
Design and Technology education. The Centre provides a vibrant Activity
Laboratory where students can be engaged, either onsite or online in meaningful
and challenging Design and Technology activities. Through creative learner centred
activities, it aims to produce cohorts of students capable of generating, visualising,
realising and evaluating innovative ideas individually and collaboratively.

The Centre of Excellence boasts a gallery for displaying award winning Design
and Technology Coursework. It includes a Wireless Professional Development
Centre equipped to facilitate research activities as well as dialogue and sharing
sessions. The Design Centre also houses a Digital Lab, an Electronics Lab and a
Robotics Lab.

As part of the partnership, NIE lecturers act as advisors to the Centre and they will
have the opportunity to conduct enrichment courses for the Design and Technology fraternity of Singapore. The Design Centre
will also provide a test bed for research projects and mentoring programmes for promising students. The Centre will also give NIE
trainee teachers additional opportunities to explore Design and Technology in the form of school attachments.

The Centre of Excellence is the first of its kind in Singapore. It is a beacon that illustrates the increasingly high profile that Design
and Technology is enjoying, as its vital role within the school curriculum is gradually becoming more established and recognised.

Design and Technology is a subject that involves creative problem solving activities that are contextually linked to the real world.
Design Technology’s ‘action learning’ and ‘student centred’ approaches make the subject exciting and challenging to all levels of
pupils. It involves the collection, analysis and creative synthesis of information and research resulting in the identification of
design problems, consumer ‘needs’, and other ‘opportunities’ for design activities. The major focus is to encourage creativity,
uniqueness and the integration of design with a wide range of technologies in order to implement new ideas and prototypes. As
such, pupils educated within this framework could be well equipped to play an innovative role in Singapore’s commercial and
manufacturing economy.

(Contributed by Asst Prof Peter Renwick, Science &
Technology Education)

Imagine.  You have four dollars for lunch.  How would you plan
a nutritionally balanced meal consisting of rice or noodles with
fruits and drinks?  This was the sort of questions that about 560
students from eight schools in the West (One) Cluster who
participated in the Archimedes Trail on NIE campus were
challenged to solve. This event was jointly organised by the
Mathematics & Mathematics Education (MME) Academic
Group, NIE and the Association of Mathematics Educators on
the mornings of 29, 30  and 31 October 2001.

During the trail, the Postgraduate Diploma in Education
(Secondary) trainee teachers guided the students through a
mathematical journey. Students applied basic concepts they had
learnt in school to the environment around them.

Mathematics Trail
(Contributed by Assoc Prof Berinderjeet Kaur, Mathematics
& Mathematics Education)

It was heartening to note that more than 90% of the students
enjoyed the Trail. Many made favourable comments about our
trainee teachers and were impressed by our campus. Several
requested to visit NIE more often for outdoor activities and
fun-filled lessons.

The Archimedes Trail is the first of five trails that a team of
trail enthusiasts (comprising Assoc Prof Berinderjeet Kaur,  Asst
Prof Koay Phong Lee, Mr Lee Ngan Hoe, Mr Toh Tin Lam, Mr
Yeap Ban Har, MME and Assoc Prof Kwek Leong Chuan,
Natural Sciences) hopes to develop for NIE campus.

Brainstorming session

NIE Partners South 5’s Centre
of Excellence
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Dr Alexis Tam, Chief of the Cabinet of the Secretary for Social
Affairs & Culture and Mr Dinis Chu, Vice-Director of Higher
Education Bureau from the Macau Special Administrative
Region (SAR), visited the Institute on 31 October 2001. They
had attended the Executive Management Development
Programme, jointly organised by the Government of Macau
SAR and the Institute of Public Administration & Management.

Dr Tam and Mr Chu were briefed on NIE’s initial teacher
training programmes by Assoc Prof Agnes Chang (Associate
Dean, Postgraduate Diploma in Education) after the corporate
introduction by Assoc Prof Ian Haslam (Head, Public &
International Relations).

Mr Stephen Timms, Minister of State for School Standards and
Member of Parliament for East Ham, United Kingdom, visited
the NIE on 23 October 2001. The primary focus of the Minister’s
trip was to promote the development of educational partnerships
between Great Britain and Singapore.

Assoc Prof Quek Jin Jong (Principal Officer, Director’s Office),
who gave the welcome address, warmly received the Minister.
Prof S Gopinathan (Dean, Foundation Programmes) kick-started
the day’s programme with a presentation on the key issues of
teacher education. Assoc Prof Lee Sing Kong (Dean, Graduate
Programmes & Research) presented NIE’s leadership training
programmes. His presentation was followed by a discussion
on the importance of continual teacher training. There were
discussions on the possible collaborations between the United
Kingdom and Singapore, particularly the exchange of head
teachers and related activities.

The programme ended with a gift exchange between the
Minister and Assoc Prof Quek.

Visit by Mr Stephen Timms,
Minister of State for School
Standards, United Kingdom

(Contributed by Mr Mohammed Ikshan Khan, Singapore
Polytechnic Industrial Training Programme 2001 attached

to Public & International Relations)

(Contributed by Ms Kelly Lim, Public &
International Relations)

Visit by Senior Officials from
Macau Special Administrative
Region

Dr Alexis Tam
presenting a token
of appreciation to
Assoc Prof Ian
Haslam
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Artward BouNd CampArtward BouNd CampArtward BouNd CampArtward BouNd CampArtward BouNd Camp
(Contributed by Asst Prof Jane Leong, Visual & Performing Arts) 2001

About 150 students attended the Art Camp jointly organised by
the Visual & Performing Arts Academic Group of NIE, the North
5 Cluster Schools and Sembawang-Hong Kah Community
Development Council (CDC) from 20 to 22 November 2001.

Held at NIE, the main objectives of the Art Camp were:

• to promote and improve creative education in
Singapore through joint collaborations between NIE
and schools;

• to broaden and deepen students’ perception and
knowledge about the visual arts through participating
in a variety of art workshops; and

• to establish links with participating schools for the
development of art pedagogical research projects.

Arts and Community Service
The Art Camp was funded by the North 5 Cluster Schools and
the Sembawang-Hong Kah CDC. To promote the arts and
community service among our youth in the Sembawang-Hong
Kah vicinity, the North 5 Cluster Schools contributed to the
CDC cause with the student-participants donating a token sum
of $1 per month for one year towards the CDC.

Integrated Arts Experience
The Art Camp was for lower secondary students from the North
5 Cluster Schools and special needs students from Upper
Serangoon Secondary School. It included workshops like
Painting and Drawing, Sculpture, Ceramics, Printmaking,
Digital Graphics, Time-based and Movement Studies.

The artworks created by student-participants were displayed at
The Art Exhibition at NIE’s Art Gallery.  Some of the artworks
would also be selected for the NIE Official Opening Art
Exhibition The Art of Childhood and Adolescence in January
2002.

Students admiring the artworks

International

Schools
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This Academic Research Fund-funded project, conducted from
1997 to 2000, investigated the adjustments young preschoolers
have to make from the more informal climate of kindergarten
to the structured and competitive learning environment of
primary one.

A pilot and follow up study involving an initial sample of 200
six year olds, interviewed whilst in the second year of
kindergarten (K2), and six months later at primary one, prompted
a six month intervention study, conducted by the two researchers,
at a local People’s Action Party Community Foundation centre,
in the areas of numeracy and literacy.

The purpose of the intervention programme in numeracy was to gauge the effect of teaching children to handle numerical problems
more flexibly and creatively in preparation for the expectations of primary school, as opposed to the mechanical ‘paper and
pencil’ training preferred by many preschool centres. It provided group and oral problem solving opportunities in real life situations
where children could rehearse and test strategies for solving routine addition and subtraction tasks. Teachers were guided in the
use of concrete resource materials specifically designed for the programme, and interactive teaching styles, in order to facilitate
children’s number development. After completion of the programme, children were found to be more confident and competent in
subtraction and addition tasks involving counting up and counting on, and mental strategies required for handling money problems.

Bilingual Chinese children participated in the literacy programme, which focused on improving phonological awareness and
verbal fluency in English. Oral, listening and communicative language arts activities, supplemented by interactive materials, were
provided to help children identify and generate rhyming patterns in words, and stimulate verbal interaction. Promising progress in
both these areas were revealed on completion of the programme, with children also showing higher levels of motivation to use
English.

The findings from the sub-study on social adjustment, which involved 50 children from the original sample, suggest that all, with
the exception of a few, happily settled into the new surroundings of their primary schools. However, the disciplinary actions by
some primary teachers obviously worried some children, who expressed concern at the verbal and occasional physical abuse
which they witnessed in the classroom.

A Study of Children in Transition from Pre- to
Primary School: Cognitive, Language and Socio-
Emotional Adjustments

(Contributed by Asst Prof Linda Gan &
Assoc Prof Pamela Sharpe, Specialised Education)

Research

Children under study

From NUS

• Subjective well-being of Singapore Malays and Chinese.
• Impact of children’s chronic illness on the family: What is

family in Singapore?
• The impact of religious beliefs and practices on aging: A

comparison of Malays and Indians in Singapore.
• Children’s stress and coping: A comparison of three ethnic

groups in Singapore - Chinese, Indian and Western expatriate
children.

From NIE

• An empirical investigation of study orientations, learning/assessment preference and the creative personality.
• “See what I know”: A study of Pre-school Malay children.
• Malay students are more responsive to metacognitive intervention in Mathematics: Fact or Myth?

Over 50 participants attended the conference with Prof Colleen Ward (New Zealand), Dr Elywin Thomas (United Kingdom) and
Dr David Ho (Hong Kong) invited as discussants for the seven papers. There were lively discussions and exchanges between the
discussants and presenters.

The papers will be published in the Asian Psychologist, journal of the Singapore Psychological Society, in the near future.

Mr Zainul Abidin Rasheed delivering his address
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On 2 August 2001, the Humanities & Social Studies Education (HSSE)
Academic Group, NIE organised its first Welcome Party for 45 new trainee
teachers from Geography and History, Bachelor of Arts (Education) Programme.

In a joyful and relaxing ambience, the trainees talked and exchanged views
with HSSE staff and HSSE Students’ Committee. Assoc Prof Christine Lee
(Head, HSSE) encouraged the trainee teachers to build good rapport with the
Academic Group. A strengthened link would enhance future co-operation
between schools and NIE.

The HSSE Students’ Committee was formed in May this year, with
representatives from both Geography and History programmes. The objectives
of the Committee are two-fold: to provide feedback and serve as a link between
trainee teachers and academic faculty; and to organise activities fostering
camaraderie among trainee teachers. It is hoped that the involvement as
Committee Members would hone their leadership skills, create a sense of
belonging as well as shared identity among the trainee teachers.  The Welcome
Party will be an annual event.

Themed The Impact of Culture on Family and Learning, the joint conference between the Department of Social Work and
Psychology, National University of Singapore (NUS) and the Psychological Studies Academic Group, NIE was held on 8 September
2001 at NIE.

The mini-conference was officiated by Mr Zainul Abidin Rasheed, Senior Parliamentary Secretary for Foreign Affairs and Mayor
of the Ang Mo Kio-Cheng San Community Development Council, who spoke of the importance of the study of the impact of
culture and racial harmony. His speech was of great significance as it took place just three days before the tragic attack in the
United States of America on 11 September 2001.

Prof Leo Tan (Director, NIE) encouraged further collaboration between NUS and NIE as well as networking between the researchers
of the two institutes in his welcome speech.

Altogether, seven papers were presented. While all four papers from NUS were mostly presented by academic staff and postgraduate
students of the Department of Social Work and Psychology, the three papers from NIE were by academic staff from Psychological
Studies, Asian Languages & Cultures and Mathematics & Mathematics Education Academic Groups. The seven papers were:

NUS-NIE Joint Mini-Conference on
The Impact of Culture on Family and Learning

(Contributed by Assoc Prof Agnes Chang, Associate Dean, Postgraduate Diploma in Education)

Research

(Contributed by Assoc Prof Wong Tai Chee,
Humanities & Social Studies Education)

A get-together session for HSSE trainee teachers

Assoc Prof Quek Jin Jong (Principal Officer,
Director’s Office) received the IOC Diploma for
his contributions as a Volunteer to Olympism.

Appointed on 4 July 1990, Assoc Prof Quek had
relentlessly provided services to the Singapore
National Olympic Council Selection Committee
and Sports Awards Committee during the period
1990 to 2000.

Well done, Assoc Prof Quek!

Assoc Prof
Quek Jin Jong

(Contributed by Public &
International Relations)

Awarded the IOC Diploma

Welcome PartyWelcome PartyWelcome PartyWelcome PartyWelcome Party

Continued on facing page....

The Bachelor of Arts (BA) Club holds a Blood Donation Drive in collaboration with NIE’s
National Education Committee and the National University Hospital (NUH) every semester.
Held at NIE, the two-day drive for this semester on 27 and 28 September 2001 was a huge
success with a record high of 128 donors! The club had publicised the donation drive extensively
with posters on most pillars on campus, mass e-mails to students and late-night rounds to the
halls. The advisors of BA Club showed their ardent support once again by
promoting the drive amongst the teaching staff. This time round, we also had
the support of students from Nanyang Technological University (NTU), many
of whom made their way to NIE despite the long walk.

On the first morning of the Blood Donation Drive, many trainee teachers arrived
even before the nurses had finished setting up the apparatus and beds. A few of
the trainee teachers were first-time donors and felt apprehensive initially. They
lingered outside the room with friends urging them on. However, the amiable
nurses and staff from NUH answered all their queries on blood donation
untiringly and dispelled their fears. Our helpers from the BA Club also did their
best to distract donors who had started to display signs of queasiness by talking
and joking with them. Of course, there were the ‘experienced’ donors who
walked in confidently, breezed through the entire procedure without flinching
one bit and even offered comforting words to the donors lying beside them.

On both days, there was an incessant flow of donors.  At times, the beds were
fully occupied and donors had to wait in line. Quite a handful of students from
NTU came late in the day due to their timetable constraints and also the distance
they had to travel to get to NIE. Thankfully, the doctor and nurses stayed on
beyond the opening hours willingly so as not to disappoint the enthusiastic
students from NTU.

As a tradition, since the BA Club held its first donation drive back at the Bukit Timah Campus, all donors were given a packet of
biscuits and a cup of Milo, courtesy of NUH. To reward the donors for their big-heartedness, as well as showing our heartfelt
gratitude for their continued support every semester, the club gave a $5 gift voucher to every donor. Many donors were pleasantly
surprised by this little token. Almost everyone gave the assurance that they would definitely be back for the next Blood Donation
Drive. The doctor, nurses and staff from NUH expressed their appreciation to the BA Club, staff, trainee teachers of NIE and
students of NTU for their tremendous support in the donation drives. We certainly look forward to seeing this warm support
again!

Our supportive donor - Mr Peter Kwang,
Deputy Divisional Director, Human

Resource & Finance

BBBBBloodloodloodloodlood     DDDDDonation onation onation onation onation DDDDDriveriveriveriverive
(Contributed by Ms Jerena Lee, Assistant Treasurer of Bachelor of Arts Club &

I/C Blood Donation Drive Sub-Committee)

2001

Prof Kanji Akahori, Center for Research & Development of
Educational Technology, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Mr
Norimasa Shimizu, Chief Editor, Education and Computer and
Mr Harumi Uenami, Journalist, Education and Computer visited
NIE on 24 September 2001. The delegates toured our IT facilities,
learned about some of our research work and observed classroom
teaching in Instructional Science.

This visit led to NIE being featured in Use of ICT (information
and communication technology) in Education in Singapore article
of a Japanese journal, Education and Computer (December 2001
issue). The monthly publication is one of the widely read
publications in the area of ICT in education in Japan.  It aims to
promote computer-aided education among the children of
elementary schools and high schools.

Dr Madhumita Bhattacharya (Instructional Science) has been
invited to coordinate the plans for introducing NIE’s research work
in the area of ICT integration to the readers of Education and
Computer. A series of articles are scheduled to be published in the
forthcoming editions of the journal.

(Contributed by Dr Madhumita Bhattacharya &
Asst Prof Cameron Richards, Instructional Science)

Visit by Delegates from Japan

Corporate Affairs

International

NIE recently hosted a visit by Dr Mohammed Chaib and Dr
Ann-Katrin Svenson from the School of Education and
Communication at the University of Jonkoping in Sweden.
At a dual seminar held on 24 October 2001, Dr Chaib spoke
on ICT in Swedish Schools and Teacher Training and Dr
Svenson discussed Primary School Children and Computer
Interaction. Their visit had the dual purpose of: (a)
establishing an exchange programme between their
university and the Nanyang Technological University; and
(b) as part of their visit to South-East Asia to further develop
a network of researchers in the area of ICT and education.
In recent correspondence, Dr Chaib mentioned that he found
the visit most productive and enjoyed meeting many people
within NIE. He has tentatively started to organise an
international conference in Sweden towards the end of 2002
around the concept of a Nordic-Asian dialogue about ICT in
education involving invited speakers and participants.
Following his visit, he is hoping that there will be a NIE
presence and participation in this conference.

Visit by Faculty of Jonkoping
University, Sweden

(Contributed by Asst Prof Cameron Richards &
Dr Madhumita Bhattacharya, Instructional Science)
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Held on 3 and 7 August 2001, the objective of the course was to help enhance self-awareness and capacity to learn among staff as
well as to understand the essence of a learning organisation. The course was organised by the Human Resource Department and
was conducted by Assoc Prof Low Guat Tin (Policy & Management Studies), together with Ms Tina Tan, Senior Manager,
Institute of Public Administration & Management. The course was conducted in a conducive environment, meant to help us relax
and have fun while learning. The room was decorated with books, learning aids, colourful and interesting learning gadgets.
Balloons were hung everywhere! In fact, anyone who walked in would feel like they have just walked into a party.

On the first day of the course, topics such as ‘Knowing oneself’, ‘What
makes a good learner?’, ‘What is a learning organisation?’ and ‘Why
organisations do not learn?’ were discussed. We were also introduced to
Personal Mastery and Mental Models, two of the five disciplines listed
in Peter Senge’s Fifth Discipline. On the second day, the course continued
with revisions of what had been taught previously and proceeded with
the remaining three disciplines of Shared Vision, Team Learning and
Systems Thinking.

The content of the course was well planned and paced using visual aids
interspersed with games. There was a high level of involvement among
participants and in discussions, with evidence of teamwork clearly
demonstrated in the programme activities.

Learning Organisation for
Division II and III Officers

(Contributed by Ms Seri Banun Bte Mahmood, Library & Information Services Centre &
Ms Kamsina Alfia Bte Jumari, Human Resource Department)

Jointly organised by The Commonwealth of Learning (COL), the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) and NIE, a seven-day
management development workshop for 16 directors and principals of teacher training colleges and institutes in Sub-Saharan
Africa was held from 1 to 9 November 2001.

The programme was designed to develop managerial skills essential for them to lead their institutions to address the pressing
challenges and meet the vast demand for the immediate supply of trained teachers to help realise the ‘Education for All’ goals set
by the international community. The initiative formed part of the training component of COL’s strategic plan.

Sub-Saharan Africa was chosen as it is one of the regions with the lowest literacy levels. Current figures show that 41 million
school-age children do not attend school (of which 56% are girls). Immediate action is called to alleviate the situation over the
next 15 years when full access to complete, free and compulsory quality primary education is expected to be provided to all
children.

Directors of teacher training institutes are
faced with the daunting task of leading
their organisations to respond to the
demand for provision of ‘Education for
All’ through providing just-in-time and
relevant teacher training programmes to
quickly equip a large force of teachers
with the necessary skills to help deliver
quality education – especially to school-
age students at the basic, primary and
post-primary levels.

Participants with COL, MFA and NIE staff

Corporate Affairs

Staff enjoying themselves at the course

Management Development Workshop
(Contributed by Ms Jubaidah Ja’afar, Public & International Relations)
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Three cheers for them!

On the overseas stint and corporate world experience, the three winners felt that…

Mdm Soh Wai Lan : “The experiences are eye-opening and have broaden my perspectives and given me a greater awareness
of how students’ learning in school can be made more integrated, interesting and relevant to the challenges
they need to face when they join the working world.”

Mdm Sita Devi : “I look forward to using the lessons learned from the overseas stint and the industrial attachment as well
as LEP as a whole when I am settled in my new school to drive it to higher levels of achievement.”

Mrs Seraphine Tan : “Both experiences have enriched my learning significantly. I realised how important it is for school
leaders to have a big picture and be kept abreast of the world trends both in education and in the corporate
world.  The corporate experience gave me insight into the role and behaviour of a leader. I also realised
how critical it is for schools to have a broader definition of education to go beyond high academic
achievements to include skills and disposition (creativity and teamwork) that the workplace requires. In
this way, we will be more able to prepare our pupils for the future.”

The tepid afternoon of 19 October 2001 in NIE was shattered by a ‘Clash
of the Titans’ on the following topic: Utopia versus Reality in Education
- A Dialogue Between a Neo-Humanist and a Psychoanalyst. This took
place during a Staff Interaction Seminar organised by the Psychological
Studies Academic Group, attended by some 50 NIE colleagues. One ‘Titan’
in this clash was Dr Gwee Yee Hean, a retired educationist, while the
other ‘Titan’ was Dr David Y F Ho, a former professor in Psychology and
currently a Senior Fellow attached to the Psychological Studies Academic
Group. Both of them have equally impressive credentials as deep scholars
with a proven track record in teaching and administration. But these two
‘Titans’ could not agree on the essential thrust of education. As a ‘neo-
humanist’ who keeps up with the times, Dr Gwee believes in the time-
honoured approach towards education in building up the character of the
learner. He champions the foundational view that there are fundamentals
in education that we cannot ignore, as long as we are humans and as yet
uncloned. Opposing him is Dr Ho, who as an ‘unrepentant psychoanalyst’,
regards it as his mission to unleash the creativity of the learner. How? By
subverting the thought control which those self-appointed guardians of
traditional morality (aka Dr Gwee the neo-humanist) attempt to impose.
Given these opposing views - a neo-humanist thrust which stresses the
importance of building up the learner’s character versus a psychoanalytic
thrust to unleash the learner’s creativity by thinking the unthinkable - the
stage was inevitably set for a ‘Clash of the Titans’. And what a clash it
turned out to be! The two Titans had the audience gripping the edge of
their seats, as they pounded each other’s defensive forts furiously with
their intellectual artillery. Their battle was so fiercely fought that at the
end of the day, verbal debris was scattered all over the battleground, and
thick smokes of intellectual mayhem continued to billow into the darkening
night.

Clash of the Titans: Utopia
versus Reality in Education
(Contributed by Asst Prof Ng Aik Kwang, Psychological Studies)

Mr Kalaimani s/o Retnasamy, Teaching Fellow from
the Tamil Language & Culture Division, Asian
Languages & Cultures Academic Group of NIE has
been conferred the title of Fellow of Teachers’
Network for the year 2001.

The title was introduced by Rear-Admiral (NS) Teo
Chee Hean, Minister for Education and Second
Minister for Defence, at the launch of the Teachers’
Network in April 1998. This conferment is for
outstanding teachers and academicians who have
contributed significantly to the Teachers’ Network.

Once again, the NIE Staff Tennis Team has won the
NTU Inter-School Tennis Tournament this year (2001/
2002). Led by Asst Prof Gan Kee Soon (Mathematics
& Mathematics Education), the team had been
champions for the last eight times from year 1992 to
1995 and from 1998 to 2001.

Congratulations to Asst Prof Gan and his team
members - Asst Prof John Tan, Asst Prof Clara Tan,
Asst Prof Harry Tan, Asst Prof Michael McNeill
(Physical Education & Sports Science), Assoc Prof
Gan Leong Huat, Dr Chan Chee Yun (Natural
Sciences) and Assoc Prof Foong Pui Yee
(Mathematics & Mathematics Education).

(Contributed by Asst Prof John Wang,
Physical Education & Sports Science)

A captivating session

Conferment of the
Fellow of Teachers’
Network Title
(Contributed by
Assoc Prof Chan Chiu Ming,
Head, Asian Languages & Cultures)

Champion: NIE Staff Tennis Team

Corporate Affairs
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Twenty seven senior educators received their Leaders in Education
Programme (LEP) certificates at a graduation dinner on 23
October 2001. Held at the Grand Copthorne Waterfront Hotel,
Rear-Admiral (NS) Teo Chee Hean, Minister for Education and
Second Minister for Defence, graced the occasion as Guest-of-
Honour. The first Lee Kuan Yew LEP Award was also presented
to the best overall graduand at the ceremony.

Administered by NIE, the LEP (previously known as the Diploma
in Educational Administration) is a six-month full-time executive type programme for talented educators selected by the Ministry
of Education (MOE) for principalship.

Innovation is the focus of the programme. This is operationalised through a major innovation project in schools and a short
industrial attachment undertaken by all participants. In this manner, participants are exposed to varying ideas about leadership,
other than those related to a scholastic environment.

A component of the LEP is an overseas visit to study innovative projects in management and curriculum in schools abroad.  This
visit will not only broaden the participants’ horizons but also impart the notion that Singapore schools operate in a wider global
context.

The LEP is a collaborative effort by NIE staff, MOE officials, steward principals who worked closely with the participants, cluster
superintendents as well as industry leaders.

Lee Kuan Yew Leaders in Education Programme Award

Mdm Soh Wai Lan was awarded for the best overall performance in the Programme.

“I felt very honoured and privileged to be the recipient of the prestigious inaugural Lee Kuan Yew LEP Award.  The award has
also come at a most opportune moment in my career.  It is definitely a great morale booster for me as I embark on my new
appointment as Principal of Anderson Secondary School.”

Dr Ruth Wong Medal

Mdm Sita Devi was awarded for the best performance in the innovation project in the Programme.

“Naturally, I felt honoured and privileged to be an award winner especially since the innovation project was also assessed by my
peers in the class.  There were many good projects presented by my classmates and I myself learnt much from the presentations of
the various projects.  I am especially grateful to my Steward Principal, Mrs Jenny Yeo, for believing in me and for allowing me to
try out the project in her school.”

Singapore Educational Administration Society Book Prize

Mrs Tan Shook Fund, Seraphine was awarded for the highest level of learning across the Programme.

“It was a privilege to be on the LEP course.  Winning a prize is a bonus, and a recognition of my efforts to get the most from such
a well-designed course.  I am grateful to all my LEP coursemates and tutors for contributing to my learning.”

(Contributed by Ms Irene Teo,
Public & International Relations)

Leaders In Education
Programme Graduation
Ceremony

The award winners are (from left) Mdm Sita Devi,
Mdm Soh Wai Lan and Mrs Seraphine Tan

Continued on facing page....

About the Ceremony

About Award Winners
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The inaugural NIE Portal was launched by Mr Chiang Chie Foo, Permanent Secretary of
Ministry of Education (MOE) on 6 October 2001. This commemorated the successful
completion of the first phase of an NIE-wide portal project. In this phase, designated primarily
for the trainee teachers, the NIE Portal provides an online environment that will gradually be
central to the learning lifestyle of the trainee teachers. It will support both the trainee teachers’
administrative and e-learning needs.

This portal exemplifies one of the commitments of the NIE’s vision to be an Institute of
Distinction in the area of providing an effective and productive educational infrastructure in
NIE.

With the support of MOE IT Master Plan and the advancement of Portal Technology, NIE
decided to benchmark itself with the commercial sectors and strategies to use Portal
Technology so that all services for the trainee teachers and participants could be delivered
over the Net in a secured and consistent manner.

The NIE Portal is designed to be a ‘one-stop single logon interface’, which allows users to access the majority of online modules
and administrative functions through a single interface. It will not only act as the focal point for online interactions but also
provide the connectivity necessary to make learning at NIE a unique and fulfilling experience.

Key features in this portal include interactive online environments for real-time chatting, forum discussion and market place for
the trainee teachers to exploit. Others include information services, which feature Campus News and Calendar of Events, online
enrolment to Clubs and Societies, and a personal web-main account. The trainee teachers may also customise the entry webpage
to suit their access characteristics.

In future development, the NIE Portal will be extended to include inservice teachers and NIE staff members.

Official Launch  of the
(Contributed by Assoc Prof David Hung, IT Sub-Dean, E-Learning)

Guest-of-Honour: Mr Chiang Chie Foo
at the launch

Organised by the NTU Healthy Lifestyle Committee, ACTIVE (All Companies Together In Various Exercises) Day 2001 was
held on 14 September 2001 at the Nanyang Auditorium, Nanyang Technological University (NTU). It was a day where many
organisations in Singapore conducted exercise activities simultaneously. The message was simple but clear: regular physical
exercise is important to maintaining good health.

Dr Cham Tao Soon (President, NTU) graced the occasion in the presence of over 500 staff members.  Staff were encouraged to
use the sport facilities on campus to exercise regularly and sign up for the subsidised health screening for early health detection.

ACTIVE Day 2001 was action-packed with mass exercises, line dancing, a lifestyle survey lucky draw and goody bags for all.

(Contributed by Mr Raymond Loh, NTU Healthy Lifestyle Committee)

Mass exercising

ACTIVE DAY 2001
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